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Rector's Report 

For just as the body is one and has many members, and all the members of the body, though many, 

are one body, so it is with Christ.' For in one Spirit we were all baptized into one body—Jews or Greeks, 

slaves or free—and all were made to drink of one Spirit. 1 Corinthians 12:12-13 (ESV) 

At the Annual Vestry Meeting we gather together to celebrate all that we have achieved as a church in 2017, much 

of which is recorded in this annual report and accounts. I want to begin by expressing my thanks and gratitude to 

all those who work tirelessly for the Lord in this place. We are indeed blessed with our Deacon, 

Churchwardens, Readers, Worship Leaders, NSM Priests and they are supported by all those who lead 

our many church groups, who serve on the PCC and on various teams, in particular hospitality and 

fundraising. Moseena and I are grateful for the friendship, support and prayers of many of you. There is 

much joy in ministering in this place and I thank God for his call to become your Rector. 

This is the first time I am writing the Rector's report for St Edmund's Annual Report as this was my first year 

here. I can therefore only reflect on the events of the last few months and on the nature and shape of my ministry 

as the Rector of Crickhowell and the Leader of St Catwg Ministry Area. My priority since my 

appointment has been on gathering and listening. 

From yesterday to today 

The church has immensely changed throughout the world, but the central mission of the Church has not changed. 

It has always been about sharing the love that Jesus has for the world. 

St Edmund's Church is nearly a thousand years old place of worship. It has a great deal of history and 

heritage, and it is important that this is valued. The stories of our foundation of faith and journey in our 

lives are valuable too and need to be celebrated and shared. But the past must not be allowed to enchain 

us or enslave us, but to encourage and to inspire us as we journey on. 

The time when families would have been brought up to attend church services regularly is gone. 

Modern social life with its many choices makes it inevitable that people spend most of their time in 

non-church activities. Many people only use the church when they need to, and they don't need it often. 

We may or may not like it, but this is what our context is. We need to engage with the present as it is, 

and not as we would like it to be. 

St Edmund's Church is part of the St Catwg (Crickhowell) Ministry Area. It allows both us and other 

churches to do what we've been doing for years but are having to do now with fewer clergy involved. 

The decline in church attendance is a big challenge for most churches in the ministry area but St Edmund's 

has been able to maintain a growth in numbers and mission for some time now. I can confidently say, and 

you be proud of it, that St Edmund's is a place where people are working together, sharing their talents 

and resources where they are best suited, and making opportunities for specialised ministry— children, 

youth, the elderly, families, worship, evangelism, pastoral care, administration etc. 

From today to tomorrow 

We need to have a clear sense of direction that is built on a vision for a church for tomorrow. A church where 

children and young people are nurtured and supported to become confident Christians. A place which is 

a centre of compassionate work for the older people in the community, where the unchurched are catered 

for, those who are on the fringes of the society, who are economically and socially deprived feel 

relevant. Partnering with the wider community for the common good and telling our story by using 

modern resources of communication such as social media. I thank God that after a long process of listening 

and engaging with various group and individuals in the church and the wider society, I was able to 

develop a vision for the church: 

 A Church for tomorrow 

 A Church for everyone 

 A Church, everywhere 

This vision consolidates the work being done in the church for recent years as it is built on my predecessors' 

ministries. This will help us to encourage unity among the members of the congregation and the wider society, to 

create energy, enhance leadership and will give us the courage us to take risks.   Revd. Rana Khan 
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Lay Pastoral Visiting Team 
The Lay Pastoral Visiting team consists of Revd. Sally Rees (Team Leader) and 11 Lay Pastoral Visitors and two 

people who are our prayer partners. Mairwen Large visits baptismal families and other families who need support 

as part of her role as Children and Family Worker. Sally leads on pastoral visiting and activities concerning older 

people and those who are bereaved. This report contains information on the activities that are undertaken by the 

team. All members of the team undertake personal visits and there is a team of people who are dedicated 

to Greenhill and another team dedicated to Maes y Ffynnon (although there are some overlaps) and some events 

which are supported by the whole team (especially when we hold services of worship). 

Visits 

Sally (with the help of Lis who goes to one couple) takes Home Communion to those who cannot get to church 

(7/8 communicants). 

As a team we visit more than 20 housebound people regularly. We have recently had another referral and 

Sally is following this up. 

Greenhill Care Home 

The team visit Greenhill every Wednesday afternoon at 2pm. During a month there is one service of Home 

Communion, one service of worship and the other weeks the team plans or helps with activities for the 

residents to join in with. These involve singing songs which they remember from past times; reading/ telling 

stories; poetry; helping to make something; hymn singing; musical events e.g. Gill plays the harp each St 

David's Day and chatting. 

Maes y Ffynnon 

One of the team attends the residents Coffee Morning every Saturday morning at 10 30. There has been a 

decrease in the number of people gathering regularly on a Saturday morning and this is mainly due to the turnover 

of residents (following several deaths and illnesses). However, for those who meet up it is still a very 

convivial morning and we all have a lovely chat. 

Bereavement Care 

Sally follows up those whose funerals we as a church have been involved with and also others who are known to 

be grieving and wish to have a visit — around 12 people at present. (For many of the pastoral visits that the 

team make, the individuals visited continue to grieve although this may not be the main reason for the visit). 

The whole team are involved in preparing and participating in the Annual Star Service in December for those who 

want to remember a loved one at Christmas time. This year the service went ahead despite the snow. 

Around 30 people made it and the service went smoothly and was helpful for those who came. Several Stars were 

placed on the Christmas tree by those who could not attend after the service in private. Stars left in the 

church for people who came in to also hang stars in memory of a loved one on the tree was a positive 

move and we will continue with this next year even if it means no contribution is made. Better 

instructions will be left framed by the stars with information about what happens to the stars once the 

tree is taken down. 

More than 120 stars were hung on the tree and shows that this is something community members appreciate. 

£300 was raised for St David's Hospice Care in donations. 

Training 

Sally provides as least one training opportunity and one retreat day. This year we plan to have training in 

April regarding communication with those who are partially deaf or partially sighted. Our next retreat day is at 

Llangasty on July 1rand the Revd. Janet Russell is leading the retreat. 

Notes 

Coke and Company. 

This lovely event was discontinued (at least for a while) due to lack of support. The last time we met for this only 

one person attended. 

Dementia Friendly Community (Crickhowell) 

An event took place on February 27th in the Parish Hall at 6pm aimed at moving towards making our 

community Dementia Friendly. The aim of the meeting was to appoint a Steering Group to take this forward and to 

plan the launch of a monthly DF activity group. Please support this initiative and contact anyone who you know 

might be interested in it. 
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Lay Pastoral Visitors Courses 

Sally leads the Swansea and Brecon Diocese training in this area. There were 6 'new' Pastoral Visitors Licensed 

from the Brecon Deanery on Sunday 21" January at Brecon Cathedral. Sally will be running another course 

in 2018. 

Revd. Sally Rees 

Worship Group 
it has been encouraging to see some new singers in the group this year, with Moseena Rana singing regularly at 

the 10.45 service and Claire Griffiths and Rhian Dickenson joining the group when other commitments 

permit. It has been good to have Anthony Seys Llewellyn playing keyboard too, allowing Vaughan an 

occasional week off! This year the group has been meeting monthly on a Saturday for an additional practice and to 

learn new material. 

The projector is now used almost every week, giving more flexibility in song choices as well as being used for the 

liturgy, which is helpful for services such as baptisms where we have a lot of visitors. Also new this year is an 

updated Clavinova, replacing the previous one which had served us well for about 20 years, but was 

suffering inevitable wear and tear. 

Simon Large 

"OnlyBellsAloud" - Bell-Ringing Team 
The dedicated band of ringers continued to chime the bells at St Edmunds every Sunday morning for the 10.45am 

and 9.30am (2nd Sunday of the month) services and for weddings and special occasions. 

Hannah Jones, as part of her Silver Duke of Edinburgh Award Scheme, took on the task of organising the 

Sunday rota and made a great job of it. Hannah, Rose, Molly, Bethan and Lucy turned up faithfully and Lily and Izzy 

also joined the Sunday rota team. Most of them and Sam continued to ring for the many weddings last 

year, earning some pocket-money in the process! 

Sam also became a full member of the bell-ringers in Llanbedr where he rapidly learnt how to handle the 

swung bells and is mastering the art of change-ringing which is quite different to the chimed set-up here at 

St Edmunds. 

Most members of TAB came monthly to the OBA practices and 2 former members of TAB still ring the 

church bells with us regularly. Hannah Rogers and Moseena have also been "roped in" to help with the 

sessions. The teenagers enjoy teaching them and the newcomers the ropes too. They are also making up 

new "tunes" and learning carols, hymns and worship songs. It's a challenge to find suitable ones as they 

need to be in the key of "A" and no more than 8 notes! Can anyone find a new one for us??! 

From January 2018 the practices will continue on the 1" Thursday each month but will be from 5.30 - 7pm. 

If you would like to have a go or want more info, please contact me on 01873 812093 or 07976 737665 or 

email kerryadrian555@hotmail.com. It would be great if a couple more people of any age wanted to learn —our 

young ringers would love to teach you! And you'd soon learn the ropes. Otherwise, I would be grateful if 

someone could occasionally be available to help as we sometimes need more than 2 adults for practice 

sessions. Thanks. 

We look forward to welcoming you in the tower! 

Kerry Andrews 

Prayer Ministry at St Edmunds 

Prayer changes things — so ... 

it is difficult to identify how this happens, but from the beginning of time, God spoke, and it happened! There 

seems to be a direct connection between speaking and seeing results. 

As we come to these reports at the end of the church year, we can look back on the way that our ventures 

in prayer —talking to God about the things that are on our minds, listening to what God is saying to us - are an 

ongoing conversation in prayer. We can see that God has heard our prayers and there is a difference. Things 

happen. Quite often what happens is not what we are expecting, but nevertheless a significant change in 

circumstances occurs. 
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We have: 

The Prayer Chain: a 24/7 response to urgent requests for prayer. The prayer chain continues to be a 

confidential resource that focusses a team of committed prayer partners on to specific situations that need the 

help of God. No fee ... just a phone call. (Contact Melloney or Rennie) 

Morning prayer: a weekly service on Tuesday at 8.30am at St. Edmunds, enabling us to share in the 

context of a short morning service. It combines the traditional morning service with a wider opportunity 

for individuals to join together in communal prayer for the things that concern the family of St Edmunds. 

Prayer before the 10.45 service: we often come to worship assuming there will be a blessing on the 

service and the message given. We need God's blessing on our meeting together for the morning service 

and cannot take it for granted. This is an opportunity to pray for the presence of the Holy Spirit and for His 

Power to be released on all those taking part whether leading or as congregation — regulars or visitors. It 

is open to all who would like to be part of a small group praying for 15 minutes or so before the service. 

We meet in the children's corner at the back of the church. You would be welcome to join us. 

Prayer in the Lady Chapel after the 10.45 service: this is available for individuals who would like to pray with 

someone in confidence after the service whether concerning something from the service or regarding 

problems in their personal lives. Two members of the prayer fellowship are available in the Lady Chapel on 

a regular basis. 

Rennie Gold. 

Men's Prayer Breakfast 

Men's Prayer Breakfast is open to all men of any parish or denomination. It meets on the 1st and 3rd Saturdays in 

the month in the Parish Hall, Crickhowell at 8.00am. We start with exchange of news etc. while eating hot 

croissants and rolls and drinking fruit juice and tea. Afterwards one of us leads usually with a bible reading 

and discussion. Requests for prayer are raised followed by prayer itself. A convivial time is had by all. We finish at 

about 10.00am. For further information contact Richard (Tel. 01873 810919). 

Richard Crole-Rees 

Vale of Usk Mothers' Union 
In last year's report I pointed out that The Vale of Usk is the only Branch in the Ministry Area. As things are 

progressing in the Ministry Area and with the appointment of the Revd. Rana Khan, it has been decided to 

embrace the concept and name the branch "St. Catwg's (Crickhowell) Ministry Area Mothers' Union". 

This became effective from 1" January 2018. We have always invited support from all churches in the 

area and we hope that more people will now feel able to join with the quietly effective prayer-based work that the 

Mothers' Union is doing not only locally but internationally. Our theme for 2017 was Faith in Action and 

this is what we have tried to do by supporting each other in good and bad times and by supporting the 

work of Faith in Families in the diocese. Mothers' Union in the diocese was able to present Faith in 

Families with a cheque for £8,000 —all raised within the various branches. 

During 2017 we learned about the Hay/Talgarth Refugee Support Group and about L'Arche, in particular the work 

in Brecon. We looked at the different faces of Christ in a study led by Rev. Janet Russell, Rev.Chris 

Bowler led a Taizé evening at Patrishow and Revd. Rana Khan celebrated the Eucharist with us in the Lady 

Chapel at St. Edmund's. We followed Ann Hayward on her Welsh Pilgrimage and Chris and Wendy Bowler to 

Kyrgyzstan. 

We observed our Wave of Prayer with our overseas link dioceses, joined the diocesan retreat at Llangasty and 

heard the new MU Chief Executive Bev Julian speak at the Diocesan Festival about her vision for the 

future of the Mothers' Union. Rev. Timothy Williams led our Deanary Festival at St. David's Llanfaes. 

We look forward in Faith to follow "In Mary Sumner's Footsteps" in 2018. 

Ella Thomas, Branch Leader 

Homegroups and courses 

Brynant Homegroup 

We met almost every Wednesday throughout the year. We have a solid core of seven and a couple of others who 

attend on a more infrequent basis. We have done formal studies on a wide range of subjects. Prior to Christmas 

we completed one of The Pilgrim Courses and we plan to continue with a study on The Lord's Prayer after 

Easter. We continued to meet during the school holidays, sometimes just for a social evening, others to "do" 
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other things that are in the news or have been mentioned during the rest of the year. One evening we 

watched a Songs of Praise programme that was filmed at a local church in Pontypridd. Another evening we had a 

whole evening singing worship songs. No-one in our group is a theologian. However, what we lack in head 

knowledge we make up for in heart knowledge. 

If you would like to join us, come along one week and see if it's "your thing". if not, that's OK. We won't be 

offended.                  Kathryn Bullon 

Beaufort Avenue Homegroup 

About eight people form the core of this group with several others joining us on an occasional basis. We meet on 

most Wednesday evenings with a long break in the summer and occasional gaps because of other 

commitments. We have covered a wide variety of subjects and used courses from a variety of sources: we 

followed study booklets on Ephesians and 2 Corinthians; home-grown courses led us through the life of the apostle 

Peter and introduced us to some of the characters which are only found in Luke's gospel; London Institute for 

Contemporary Christianity provided us with a course on Whole Life Worship; and Love the Stronger from the Bible 

Society gave us a biblical perspective on the vexed subject of immigration. 

We would love to welcome some new members.               Peter Madley 

The Alternative Homegroup 

The group is so named as we alternate our group meetings around our different homes. 

Over the past year we have been studying Angels, individual disciples, the book of Revelations and Jonah. We do 

not meet on a regular basis but try to get together fortnightly. Our group started with four couples three years 

ago and has now grown to six couples with additional people joining us from time to time. 

The format has always been the same; we start with tea, coffee and that very important biscuit. We then move 

into worship and praise followed by an opening prayer. We try to draw to a close at around 9:30pm with more 

prayer and worship but we seldom manage to keep to this time. 

Over the year we have looked at the question "Do you believe in the guidance of Angels?" their role in our lives, 

and their purpose. Looking at individual disciples has also been very interesting. You don't always appreciate the 

details of their life which made them who they were, and the struggles they went through to bring us the Good 

News. The Book of Revelations has taken up much of our time and has presented us with some very challenging 

questions. We have been going through each chapter one by one and we stopped at chapter 15 when the Lent 

course started. 

We have yet to decide what to study after Easter.                   John Matty 

Lent Course 

For our Lent Course in 2017 we used the book A Beautiful Friendship which is based on the classic film 

Casablanca. Those that came much enjoyed the film clips filled with classic one-liners and the biblical content of 

the course book was excellent. There was a general impression, however, was that the response to the 

course was not as positive as for other film-based courses and that perhaps it was time to give this format of 

course a rest for a while.                   Peter Madley 

Mission and Outreach 

Currently the Mission Group comprises Melloney Gold, Sarah Powell, Ed Walker and Alison Stedman. Revd. Rana 

Khan has attended most meetings since he came in May 2017. 

We understand Mission to be taking the love of Christ to wherever He calls us to serve to whomever he 

calls us to serve. It starts with our neighbour and can be local, regional or worldwide. The Mission Group has 

a local, regional and global role, in supporting organisations working to bring the love of Christ to people in 

places we cannot be. St Edmund's gives 10% of annual income to a range of organisations that we believe 

are taking The Gospel into different parts of the world, using resources wisely and fairly and being 

financially accountable. We have attempted to draw attention to the work of these organisations 

through Sunday services and Mission evenings with supper. Through Rana we have had several 

visitors with whom we have or are considering having links. 

The group was challenged by Revd Rana to have a Mission Statement and terms of reference, to display it on the 

website: 

We are members of St Edmund's Church community drown together by o common purpose to: 
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 Share the love of Christ that we have received with others 

 To encourage interest and supportive prayer by all the community in the work of mission 

 To encourage the community to all be involved in mission in some form where they are. 

We hope to involve other churches in the Ministry Area with our mission links. One way is by partnering with CMS 

and supporting a missionary as a MA. Negotiations are at an early stage. Some of our congregation 

attended the CMS conference in Llangasty in early summer. 

In May the church again hosted local artists during Open Studios weekend. Donations for refreshments 

went to Christian Aid. 

In June Alison Stedman went with a small group of Tearfund volunteers from Wales to Ethiopia. We have been 

partners with Kale Heywet church in Ethiopia for several years and in November the PCC agreed to renew St 

Edmund's as a Connected Church through Tearfund. Alison has had opportunities to share the Ethiopian 

Self-Help Group projects with other local churches. 

In June and July Judith from Pakistan (NZ CMS) stayed in Crickhowell and offered Sozo counselling to people in the 

locality. We continue to support her ministry. 

Sally and Carl Venn, Doctors in India, keep us up to date with their work in training medical assistants for the 

remote parts of India, which they are continuing to do despite visa difficulties in 2017/18. 

Habri Care Home in India continues to need our financial support in caring for elderly people who don't 

have families to look after them. 

St Edmund's partnered the Crickhowell Literary Festival in October, hosting talks by Rev Rowan Williams 

and Nathan Munday (Cardiff). We are hopeful that this partnership will continue in future years. 

Harvest Festival, our annual Tearfund Sunday in October, focused on our partnership with Ethiopia. A 

collection was taken for Tearfund's flood relief efforts. Harvest donations were bags of items for the Brecon Food 

Bank, gratefully received. 

Following a visit from the Archbishop of N India, an exchange visit was proposed, one which could take 

place in 2019/20 and be open to the community as well as churches in the Ministry Area. 

In January we held an evening with a bring-and-share supper to hear of their visit to Israel by John and Ros 

Matty. 

The Mission group sees continuing the church's involvement in Community Activities throughout the year as being 

a vital part of our local mission. There include the Walking Festival. Open Studios, Literary Festival, Holy 

Week, Totally Locally, the Duck Race. We support the work in St Edmund's with children and young families, and 

the youth work. Contact with the Primary School through Open the Book is very much valued and this 

year we celebrate ten years with a weekend with Bob Hartman. We look forward to the 10 days of 

mission with Lee Abbey in May, working as a Ministry Area. 

Thank you for your generosity in financial and prayer support during another year of sharing awareness of local 

and world-wide opportunities to show the love of God in many different places. We pray that we might all be 

listening to what God wants us to do in the areas of Mission he has called us to. 

Alison Stedman 

Rukungiri Orphan Partnership 

Sue Letson and I visited Rukungiri in September of last year and had a good chance to see all that is being done on 

the farm irrigation system which was almost complete and should make a big difference if there is another 

drought like last year. Alice and John were very conscious of the village people near the farm also being 

short of good quality water and have put in a borehole at the local primary school which can provide clean 

water for the school and local community. 

While in Rukungiri we got letters from all the sponsored children to bring home and post to their 

sponsors. We took time to discuss many things with Alice, John and Claire as the Charity Commission are insisting 

that trustees are ever more vigilant about keeping track of money given to charities and how it is spent. 

The school is still doing very well in the national exam results. They are overcrowded with children in the 

dormitories and hoping to be able to build more in the coming year. Mosquito nets are always needed as 
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they are not very robust in the hands of young children and malaria is a constant problem. Alice was very 

sick for a few days during our visit with this nasty disease. 

Thank you to St Edmund's Church and all who have helped us to keep on supporting this worthwhile 

project. 

Judy Cave 

Children and Families Worker Report 

The Messy Monday crowd continues to renew itself with lots of new faces this year. By Christmas we had 16 

families and 24 children on the books. While several have left as they become old enough to go to 

nursery there is a regular trickle of new children arriving and a sense of commitment and community 

building up which gives me great joy. I am grateful to Judy Cave and Moseena who have volunteered 

alongside Helen and Carole for the MM rota. One less thing for me to think about on a Sunday. 

Under 5s Worship 

These are always great fun and we are grateful that our experienced team copes well with the potential 

pitfalls of having 60 very small children in church at the same time. These are creative extravaganzas - do come 

and join us - they are huge fun! At Easter we had an egg-themed session and in July our Leavers' service 

focused on Jonah the groaner, who was always complaining when God asked him to do something. Our 

Harvest story was about the Little Red Hen and her friends who refused to help her with all her hard work 

to make the bread, then at Christmas, Bert the puppet was all dressed up to be the angel in the nativity play 

but although he looked like an angel from the outside he was really not that nice inside. 

Crick Primary School 

The Open the Book team was warmly welcomed by the new head Mr. Wakely who is very encouraging and keen to 

maintain a good relationship with the church. It was lovely that they chose to finish their Autumn term with a 

Christmas Carol service in St Ed's. They are looking forward to being involved in the visit of Bob Hartmann to 

celebrate the 10th anniversary of the Crickhowell OTB team. 

33 copies of the Scripture Union School Leaver's Book 'It's Your Move' were presented by the OTB team to the Year 

6 children leaving Crickhowell Primary and 24 to the Year 6 children at Ysgol Gymraeg y Fenni. 

Jungle Jaunt Holiday Club 

The team gelled well together this year; members of the Evangelical Church joined us along with Anne and 

Martin from Gilwern who organized our refreshments and all went smoothly. Extra helpers meant that we were 

able to run a group for Years 6-9 as well which was very well attended. 42 children were signed in during the five 

days and it was much appreciated by the parents and children. 

If you feel you would be able to help in July 2018 please contact me. 

Baptisms 

This year we welcomed Henry Hales from Crickhowell and Nathaniel and Lorelei Smith from Redditch, whose 

family live locally. 

Godly Play 

In June Gill Madley and I attended the 3-day course for the basic accreditation as Godly Play leaders. I am grateful 

to the Mission Fund who paid my course expenses on this occasion. This very specific and stylized 

method of telling Bible stories is one which works quite well with the limited numbers and space we have 

on a Sunday morning. 

Family@4 /Messy Church Team 

There were 10 Messy Church events in 2017: a Christingle service in January, Messy Generosity in Lent where we 

talked about doing something positive for Lent, March was themed on Samuel, 'Listening to God' and in 

April we looked at the story of Palm Sunday and thought about the woman who anointed Jesus. July's 

MC was cancelled as there were numerous clashes with events and limited team availability and the BBQ 

was moved to June where we were pleased to welcome Rana, Moseena and the boys to Llanfellte Farm 

for the first time. 

We progressed through an Ethiopian Harvest and The Gift of Peace on Remembrance Sunday to the 

Christingle which was moved back to December. The cubs and scouts were expecting to join us, however the 
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heavy snow put paid to that plan. It was still well attended although atmospheric, with the sound of 

melting snow dripping into buckets in the background. 

As part of the CFW review process we are looking at how to meet the needs of the parents of children who 

attend Messy Church and we are keen to gain some additional helpers so please get in touch if you are 

interested. 

Occasional events 

Good Friday All Age Worship 'Step into the Picture'. We used a selection of monologues with fictional 

characters who observed Jesus in the hours leading up to his crucifixion and reflected on their response to him. 

Duck Race. This was several degrees warmer and drier than last year and we had Creation-themed craft 

activities in the children's tent; Nicci Bevan led Parachute games during the day which were a great success. 

Christmas Nativity Trail This went ahead as usual with Maureen Reed advising me on all things knitted 

when finding a pattern for a knitted angel proved a challenge; the trail remains very popular with the shops and 

the community. 

It is difficult to believe that I am now well into my third year of this job and beginning to see the fruit of 

the seeds sown over the last years. I love the creative side of the job and I love to meet with young families - it is 

lovely to see the energy in a busy Messy Monday or a Family@4. A monumental THANK YOU to all of you who 

regularly step in to help with these activities, share the workload and make my job such a joy. May you 

all be as blessed in this ministry, as I am. 

Mairwen Large 

Open the Book Assemblies 

It was ten years ago that I approached Barry Letson, the then vicar of St Edmund's, about forming a team 

to do Open the Book Assemblies in Crickhowell Primary. After much discussion he agreed that idea we should 

implement the idea. So the first team, consisting of Judy Cave, Sue Letson, Barry Letson, James Sercombe 

(Evangelical Church) and myself started planning weekly visits to the school to present the stories of the 

Bible to the whole school. The Open the Book scheme lasts for three years and in that time-period 

covers all the major Bible stories. We are now doing the scheme for the fourth time and over the years 

the team has changed with only James and Gill left of the originals. But Mel Gold, Mairwen Large, Alison 

Stedman from St. Edmund's and Helen Fraser and Phil Keene from the Evangelical Church have joined 

and bring with them a wealth of experience and ideas to carry on the work that the original team started. 

The school pupils still look forward to our visits every Tuesday morning and are keen and eager to 

participate in the telling of the stories. During the summer term of 2018 we will be celebrating our 10th 

anniversary with a visit from Bob Hartman, whose Lion Story Tellers Bible is used by Open the Book. So why 

not keep the weekend of June 16th free and join us?  

Gill Madley 

“TotesAmazeBells" Youth Club 

Our Youth Club at St. Edmunds has developed and grown again during 2017 despite a slow start when 

numbers had dwindled, partly due to pressures of schoolwork and other interests and it transpired that one or 

two were not so keen on the spiritual element (5-10 minute epilogues/God slots/discussions). 

In January we almost had more helpers than young people when Hannah Rogers, who was 

recommended to us by the Crickhowell Volunteer Bureau and joined us before Christmas, started to get 

very involved. Also, 2 of the original members of TAB were volunteering as part of their Duke of Edinburgh 

Award scheme. Mollie Heal did her Bronze until Easter and since then Hannah Jones has been working 

towards her Silver Award. Also, since July, the addition of Moseena into the team has been a great asset. 

Initially, 6 core members of TAB (all girls) faithfully continued, then gradually more have been coming, 

including a few boys. Generally 8-12 of the 15 young people now involved come regularly. Club is now every 

Thursday from 5.30 — 7pm, with the exception of the 1" Thursday in the month which continues to be OBA 

(OnlyBellsAloud, the tower bell practice - see separate report). 

The young people are full of energy, questions, enthusiasm and great fun to be with. We've enjoyed many 

activities together —crafts, quizzes, treasure hunt in the woods, film nights, pancake and pumpkin 
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parties, drama sketches, BBQs, and even exploring the Bible a bit together and discussing social and other 

issues affecting them and the lives of others. The group continues to write to and support the pen-pals in 

"Club 67" at the school in Rukungiri, Uganda. 

In the summer, several members of TAB helped out at the Holiday Club and had their own sessions too, 

led by Gill Madley. They developed their drama skills and entertained the younger ones daily with a new 

sketch they had learned and performed one at the Family Service at the end of the week. The highlight 

for the teenagers was a BBQ and jungle-themed games night at the garden and barns of Phil and Kathy 

Keene. They also kindly invited us to a great bonfire and hot-dog night in November. 

Drama is an activity members of TAB really embraced this year, developing the skills they already have. They 

performed 3 mini-sketches at the Harvest Supper and then enthusiastically launched into the play we wrote for the 

Crib Service. This year we were helped by Ros Rees, a friend who is a retired drama teacher. We're very grateful 

for her time and gained a lot from her ideas and guidance. This year the Nativity Story was from the point 

of view of the Angels. The 7-strong cast made great Angels (!) and were wonderful in their delivery of The Story. A 

few younger members of the congregation on the day also had walk-on parts before everyone (under 10 

and dressed as angels, shepherds, kings etc.) joined in the final stable scene. As usual we were grateful 

for the help of our stage, audio/visual-effects and props crews. We were again very happy to receive some 

positive feedback, like "the Crib Service was the highlight of my Christmas". We enjoyed preparing and 

performing too and hope we conveyed the Special Message this Christmas Story brings to our local 

community and visitors. 

We have also continued to ring hand-bells, the newcomers have been learning quickly. The group was in 

high demand before Christmas, ringing at several venues in town, at Glaslyn Nursing Home again and at a 

couple of carol services in the hospital and St Edmunds. 

Please pray for the young people in TotesAmazeBells and the many who live in this area, that they may 

have the opportunity to hear God's amazing message of hope and love in this crazy world. Some are 

showing an interest in coming to church and being more involved. Plans are being made to encourage 

this and opportunities to share their gifts. Please also pray for and encourage more young people who are 

in year 6 or above, to come along and join our club. Thank you. 

Club nights are now on the 2nd, 3rd, 4th (and 5th) Thursdays in the month from 5.30 — 7pm (with occasional 

exceptions) and are usually in the Parish Hall. 

We will also need more helpers in the coming months, so please consider if you could help, occasionally or 

regularly, or share a skill or an activity with these young people. if you need more information, please do 

get in touch with me on: 01873 812093 or 07976 737665 or kerryadrian555@hotmail.com 

We look forward to welcoming new young people and helpers into the group. 

Kerry Andrews 

Friends of St Edmund's 

The Friends of St Edmund's Church are continuing to grow in numbers, and we have, over the last six months, 

offered honorary membership to the couples who have been married at the church, as well as the 

families who have brought their children to be baptised. We trust, that on the anniversary of the wedding 

or baptism, we might encourage them to become active members of the Friends. 

Activities over the last 12 months have included the Annual General Meeting, held in May, the highlight 

of which, was a very interesting talk given by Eric Gower, entitled "The copper, the screen and the chiming 

bells”. Over the summer and early autumn a few Friends very kindly volunteered to assist in clearing ivy 

from the churchyard and also removing growth and debris from the railings on the south side, followed by 

repair and painting. Their help was very much appreciated. 

The "Open Church" Saturdays throughout August were well supported by Friends, and others enjoyed 

joining in the coach trips organised by the fund-raising team. The latest event was a very interesting talk 

given by Dr Mike Williams on the history of Brecon Cathedral, followed by Nigel Morgan telling us about 

the Friends of Brecon Cathedral. Eric Gower was on hand to take some of the Friends on a guided tour 

of the church, highlighting the planned restoration of the tomb of Sir Grimbald. Another very enjoyable 

evening, rounded off by the opportunity to chat over cheese and wine. 
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At the present time we have 40 "paid up" members, about 15 of whom are members of the church. 

There are 9 newly married couples and 4 baptismal families. 

There is currently a balance of £4225 in the bank account, with an addition of about £300 being claimed 

as gift aid. The Friends look forward to supporting specific projects in the near future. 

The next Friends Annual General Meeting is planned for Thursday May 17`", 2018. 

Kaye Bennett - Friends of St Edmund's Church Membership Secretary 

Safeguarding Report 

St Edmund's church has continued to develop a culture of informed vigilance in all the activities and services it 

provides by offering training for St Edmund's P.C.C. The training was led by Peter Doyle who is our Provincial 

safeguarding officer and myself and was also attended by members of our congregation and volunteers. 

We also have had a number of new volunteers D.B.S checked over the course of the year. There is an up 

to date copy of the Church in Wales safeguarding policy available in the back of the church along with 

the annual statement of intent agreed by the P.C.C. which outlines our safeguarding objective, our 

obligation to children, young people and vulnerable adults and guidelines for good practice. Soon there 

should be a safe church poster displayed at the entrance to the church showing all visitors that we 

have trained volunteers who practise a culture of informed vigilance, which has been approved and 

provided by Archbishop John for the Diocesan Office in Brecon. 

Sherril Worgan 

Church Building Report 

The saga of the roof continues, and the report received about the condition of the roof at the West end 

of the church was not good news. We did manage to use the final part of the funding from the grant to repair the 

flat roof over the back door but there is significant work to be done elsewhere. However, it is better to see these 

things as opportunities rather than problems, so we have moved forward to apply for another Heritage 

Lottery Grant in the category of Our Heritage. It is accepted that we need to repair the roof to protect the 

heritage of the building, but we are required to extend our project to involve the community in learning 

about the heritage and this will provide the opportunity for communication of our faith in the Gospel. 

We are hoping that the project will cover the new inner doors at the West end of the church which was 

mentioned in last year's report. 

Our boiler hatch doors were damaged during a very wet winter but have now been repaired. 

A project to install Fire Alarms and Emergency Lighting was started so that in the event of a power failure 

on dark winter nights we will be able to evacuate the church safely. Also, the fire alarm system provides 

extra safety for those who spend time in the tower ringing our bells. With only one access route to and 

from the tower it is important that evacuation takes place at the slightest suggestion of a problem. 

A computer has been installed in the sound desk and the audio-visual systems are being well used. Sadly, an 

ingress of water just before Christmas resulted in a direct hit on the sound desk cabinet. The sound desk 

was damaged but has subsequently been repaired. Since there has been some corrosion the life of the sound desk 

will have been shortened. 

There has been no opportunity to review the drainage problem that we have but a team of people clearing 

foliage from the walls of the church have effected some improvement in the situation. 

A team of people gave many hours in the summer to painting the boundary railings along the side of the 

footpath between the church and town cemetery. This was identified as a requirement in the 2014 

Quinquennial Inspection. 

I would very much like to all of the people who do so much to care and improve our church building. Without the 

volunteers we would need to spend funds which we do not have available. if there are any other 

volunteers who can use saws, drills, screwdrivers and such practical tools I am sure that the 

Churchwardens would love to hear from you. 

Brenda Gooding 
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Churchwardens' Reports  

Rector's Warden 

After what felt like an endless interregnum , we finally welcomed Revd. Rana Khan and his family in May 

last year at a truly special service conducted by Bishop John. The Church was packed and everyone remarked on 

the inclusiveness of the service and of course the hospitality they received. 

My thanks go to the Bear Hotel who provided us with a wonderful buffet and also to our faithful team of 

volunteers who served the liquid refreshments and helped make the occasion one that we could all feel 

proud of. 

This report gives me a chance to formally thank all those who help with organising and catering for the 

many and varied community outreach and fund-raising events throughout the year. These events 

increase the profile of our church as well as raising money for charity (£550 was sent to Christian Aid last 

year) and also building up much needed funds. 

I would also like to take this opportunity to record my thanks to the dedicated team who ensure that 

our lovely church is opened and closed every day. This is greatly appreciated and thanks are regularly 

recorded in the visitors' book. 

My gratitude also to all sidespersons, intercessors, readers, eucharistic assistants and those who provide 

our after service refreshments. Your continued support and commitment ensures the smooth running of all our 

services. 

Finally, my thanks to Anthony whose support has been invaluable, especially during my time in hospital 

and the months of recuperation. 

At the end of another year as Rector's warden I feel that our church is now in a much more positive and 

stable position and can only grow from strength to strength under the exciting leadership of Revd. Rana. 

However, as always, we need more volunteers to help share the responsibilities that we all have for our 

church. So, if you feel that you can add your name to any of the lists, I'd be delighted to hear from you. 

Sue Foster 

People's Warden 

Unlike last year, 2017 began on a high with the announcements on Christmas Eve and Christmas Day (2016) 

informing us that Rana had been offered and had accepted the post of Incumbent at St Edmund's and 

Ministry Area Leader. We did however have to wait until the 11' May for his induction by the Bishop. It 

was, in my view, worth the wait. 

You will see in Brenda's Church Building Report some of the major fabric matters that have been 

undertaken and I would very much like to thank Brenda once again for all the hard work she has done; in 

particular the work on our next grant application in which she was supported by Eric Gower and Ros 

Matty. 

In addition to the work referred to by Brenda I must add the clearing of all the ivy from the outside 

church walls and from the surrounding graves and headstone. This, like the painting of the railings and the clearing 

of all the overgrowth, before painting could take place, was supported by the help of some of St 

Edmund's Friends and of course members of both the 8:15 and 10:45 congregations. Thanks to you all. 

Whilst there is still more work to be done, and no doubt during this year's (2018) quinquennial inspection 

more work will be identified. This however is for the 2018 report. 

I must comment on how popular St Edmund's has become as a venue for couples getting married. During this year 

we had 10 weddings and 1 blessing, with two taking place early in the year being administered and 

presided over by Rev. Mark Winchester and I would very much like to thank him for this. I would also like to thank 

Mark, Jeremy, Chris, Sally and all the lay and licenced people for all their support prior to Rana's 

induction. 

The Church continues to support local and other organisations in providing itself as a venue for their events. 

Events this year included performances by the Crickhowell Choral Society, the Crickhowell High School 

'Christmas at Crickhowell', and two events during the Crickhowell Literary Festival and a three-day Arts Trail and 

Open Studio Exhibition. 
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To conclude I would like to thank all those who have helped and supported me during the year with a 

special thanks to the members of the PCC and those who provide their knowledge and expertise free of 

charge to the benefit of the Church. 

Anthony Silwood 

Fund-raising Group 
We have had a very busy and successful year, raising £4000.00 for much needed church funds. 

We work really hard to find a range of activities that, hopefully, will appeal to all church members. This 

year we have organised two coach trips, one to Bath in the spring and to Gloucester just before Christmas. 

These are by far the easiest and most profitable events we offer. Not only are they are a good source of 

revenue, they also attract lots on non-church members so are a great outreach. 

The "Open Church "events during August are also a good money raiser and we welcome many visitors 

through the doors. The Harvest Supper is always well attended and enjoyed by lots of us and The Worship 

Group's concert was well received. 

Local businesses continue to support the Church and I would like to thank Debbie from Petals Florist. She 

is always willing to help and gave us an amazing demonstration during a cheese and wine evening. She 

doesn't charge for her time and donates her arrangements as raffle prizes. Thanks also to Ray Grenfell who is so 

generous in lots of ways, from allowing us to purchase wine at cost price and donating other miscellaneous bits 

and bobs on a regular basis. 

The church needs to increase its income if we are to continue to grow and ensure the church building is fit 

for the twenty first century. 

We are still trying hard to encourage other members/ teams in the church to organise a fund raising even or an 

ongoing fundraising activity. The Team will help, support, advertise and "turn up". This year the 

Fundraising Team are going to challenge every group in Church to take up the challenge to raise something! 

Please contemplate what you can contribute. 

Kathryn Bullon, Ruth Griffiths and Sue Silwood 

Treasurer's Report 
2017 has been a financially demanding year, but with the benefit of a Parish Share rebate we covered our costs 

which is our prime objective. 

Givings are similar to 2016. 

I am pleased to report that Gift Aid giving has provided us with an income of £12,000 without which we 

would not survive. 

We received a grant of £3,000 from the Diocese which assisted with the costs of the Family Worker. 

A bequest of £10,000 was received from an anonymous donor which has been placed directly 

into the Fabric Fund to meet the substantial cost of roof repairs. (Please see the separate report covering 

the grant application, which is in process of submission). 

I am pleased to report that Expenses for are in line with those of 2017.  

Mission, world-wide and local, totalled £6,000. 

Maintenance of the church grounds increased by £700 due to the Local Authority's withdrawal of the service 

of cutting the grass at the rear. 

However, we are now faced with having to find an additional £3,600 to cover an increase in Parish Share in 

2018 with no rebate. 

The PCC does not want to be continually making appeals to church members to "dig a little deeper". 

How much one gives is a very personal thing. Yet these figures of £300 a month increase in expenses leave us in no 

doubt that for St Edmund's to meet its financial demands in 2018 all its members will need to think 

responsibly and realistically in planning their giving for God's work in this parish. 

 

 

 


